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It has been a crazy few months! Unfortunately,
due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, the newsletter
has been delayed, however do read on to find
out what we have been up too in the last few
months

Did you know we have
now attained ISO9001
accreditation? This
highlights how well our
management systems
work to deliver a top
class service to our
clients!

KRM Security Services is proud to announce that we
have in the last three months earned Constructionline
Silver, Constructionline Gold and Acclaim Accreditation,
which highlights our commitment towards upholding and
improving Health and Safety within the security industry.
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Coronavirus
The unexpected twist to our daily lives

The COVID-19 Pandemic has shaken businesses and people all around the world.
Nearing a Million deaths, with 40,000+ in the United Kingdom, it is a deadly threat.
The nature of jobs in the security industry mean that we are more exposed to this
virus than otherwise, as we have more interactions with people everywhere. This has
lead to us having to be extra careful. We have issued multiple memorandums, put
plenty of information on our website, issued face masks and face shields, organized
plenty of hand sanitizer to be available and requested plenty of signage to be made
available informing people about government advice.
We are pleased to say that despite this, our control room has worked hard to ensure
that all sites have been manned as required.
We do suggest that everyone installs the NHS Test and Trace app to ensure that
they are informed if they come into contact with someone who has contracted
coronavirus.
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Job Requirements
Extinction Rebellion
KRM Security Services would like to commend all our officers on working well throughout the
pandemic. However, just some things for you all to remember:
All officers working in out of hours are not allowed to use lifts, as this is a serious breach of
health and safety
All Officers working in out of hours are meant to perform hourly check calls using our CASM
system to comply with Lone Working Policies
All officers are required to perform the correct amount of patrols as requested during their shifts.

Congratulations to our Employee
of the Month for August 2020,
Toqeer Ahmad. He has
demonstrated exceptional skills
and has taken initiative in helping
new managing agents take over
his site. Also, Congratulations to
our Employee of the Month for
September 2020, Nihal Zaidi.
Nihal has performed well at his
site, earning a place on their
Wall of Fame and a certificate
presented by the Project
Director.
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New Appointments
We have had new staff join our team at KRM Security Services over the
last few months. We gladly welcome them and wish them all the best of
luck in their KRM careers.

Emma Nicholson
We would like to welcome our new relief officer, Emma. She brings a wealth of
experience from the tourism industry as well as her cheerful character and we are
sure she will work hard to ensure that sites are well maintained whilst she is relieving
other officers.

Anees Ur Rehman
An exceptionally talented security officer with vast experience in the industry joins us
again working at one of our most high-profile sites, in Mayfair London. We are
excited to see the sophistication he will bring to the role and in maintaining an
excellent working relationship with one of our closest clients.

SIA ACS
Following a remote audit in April 2020, KRM Security Services gained ISO9001
approval and passed the first stage of the SIA/ACS audit with flying colours. We
scored excellently and our assessor was incredibly pleased with our service and
passed us with no Non-Conformities. We are now awaiting site visits, due 2nd
October 2020. Following this, we will be part of the ACS. We will be sending out
memos about this date if your site is due to be visited.
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New Sites
KRM Security is proud to announce that we have begun work on a new
site across London. We are working with our wonderful client Wooldridge
Demolition Ltd. We have been working with Wooldridge for the last few
years and have worked with them across many different sites. Now, we
embark with them at their latest project, in Finsbury Park, Hackney, North
London, just a hop away from Finsbury Park.

We are also very pleased to announce that we have begun work with a
new client. KRM have begun working with Lawson & Partners, at one of
our sites. We have also begun working with Best Gapp & Cassells. We
are very optimistic in what this could bring for us in the future.
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